SOLUTION OVERVIEW

IBM delivers the market-leading
managed file transfer solution

IBM Managed File Transfer
Executive Summary
Globalization, digitization and outsourcing all require organizations to move and share
greater amounts of data with their dynamic business network of internal stakeholders
and external partners. As this data is transferred, it is targeted by hackers and criminals
who commit fraud and identity theft. And, all of this has to be addressed in an
environment that requires organizations to reduce the costs of manual IT processes,
while supporting growth in the business. These are only a few of the challenges
businesses face when moving data inside and outside their four walls. Now is the time
to address them with IBM® Managed File Transfer solution.
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IBM Managed File Transfer Solution
Capabilities

Products
IBM Sterling Connect:Direct

• Near-real-time integration for diverse applications

Transfer multi-gigabyte files within and

• Data delivery at the right destination and time

among enterprises.

• Proven reliability in demanding industries
• Timely and accurate audit trails and reports for all file transfer activity
• Highly scalable
• Built-in automation and checkpoint restart allows lights-out operation

IBM® WebSphere MQ File Transfer

• Pre-built templates simplify automation for file processes

Edition

• Central management of user roles, responsibilities, and policies with auditing
• Enable business user visibility for B2B document flow
• Comprehensive support for industry-standard protocols

IBM Sterling File Gateway

• Pre-built templates simplify automation for file processes

Bring B2B file transfer under a service-

• Central management of user roles, responsibilities, and policies with auditing

oriented platform.

• Enable business user visibility for B2B document flow

®

• Comprehensive support for industry-standard protocols

IBM Sterling Control Center
®

™

• Proactive SLA management gives you notification in time to correct problems

Manage file transfer activity across

• Central visibility and tracking for all data movement activities

all your file transfer servers including

• Central configuration management allows you to create, update, and delete

Connect:Direct, FTP, and Sterling File
Gateway.
IBM Sterling Secure Proxy
®

configuration objects with security and logging
• Policy definition and auditing for configurations

™

Implement tighter security policies for
Internet-based file transfers.

• Session break in the demilitarized zone (DMZ) ensures that no internal service is

exposed to attack
• Perimeter security enables the use of the Internet to replace dedicated lines
• Government certified encryption can ensure the safety of consumer data
• Secure protocols, encryption methods, digital signatures, and identity management

tools enable you to pass audits
IBM Sterling File Transfer Service
®

A cloud service for file-based business
interactions with trading partners

• File transfer automation in the cloud allows you to leverage existing partner protocols

and standards
• Leverage IBM’s skilled personnel to offload your partner setup and support activities in

order to refocus internal IT resources to services which are priorities to the business
• Scalable cloud service ensures you can respond to global trading partner expectations

and market conditions
• Online visibility tool delivers capabilities to monitor, provide alerts, & remedy transfers
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